
TIPS SHEET - AUSTRALIA MEETING MONDAY, 15 APR 2024

RACE 1 12:35 PM  |  $27,000  |  ARMIDALE  |  1900m
 	 6	 CHARMED DESTINY Disappointing last time out at Grafton. May pay to forgive that outing. Commands respect 

here.

 	 3	 OUR GIRL EVE Timed run to perfection to score at Grafton last start. 2kg claimer engaged. Can play a 
key role.

 	 5	 BILL PEYTO Ran home respectably at Moree last start. 2kg claimer engaged. Ready for this trip now. 
Each way.

 	 1	 NORMAN Worked home solidly to place at long odds at Moree last start. 2kg claimer engaged. In 
the mix.

 	 4	 MINDSPACE Held ground in similar grade at Taree. Consider.

RACE 2 12:55 PM  |  $27,000  |  ALBURY  |  1000m
 	 3	 SHOOTING FOR STARS Quickened smartly to score at short odds at Wagga last time out. Clear top pick.

 	 4	 DUPRIDE STAR Wasn’t all that far away at Wagga at latest and races well on this track. Each-way 
chance.

 	 1	 SHEILA Got run down late at Wagga last start but should be fitter now. Right in it.

 	10	 KATIE EXPRESS Speedy filly resuming and will give plenty of cheek. Worth some thought.

 	 5	 LUNAR SOLAR Drew wide at Benalla last time out and had to go back early. Senior rider goes on and 
she might be the value runner.

RACE 3 1:10 PM  |  $27,000  |  ARMIDALE  |  1400m
 	 2	 AGNODICE Produced a devastating change of gears to score at Moree last outing. Drawn to receive 

every chance. Take beating.

 	 3	 EAGLEDGE Went to line fairly in the wet in similar grade at Taree last start. Drawn favourably. Each-
way.

 	 6	 CHARGE BY THE HOUR Strong on-pace victory at Beaumont last start. 2kg claimer engaged. Must be included.

 	 8	 MASTER OF REWARDS Drawn favourably. Among the dangers.

 	10	 GLOBAL SENSATION Handy and boxed on fairly to fill the minors at long odds at Moree first-up. One for the 
wider exotics.

RACE 4 1:35 PM  |  $30,000  |  ALBURY  |  1400m
 	 3	 CHECK SIDE Let down smartly to salute here at latest. One of the major players.

 	 6	 BOBOTOV Improved showing here last outing and should get a nice run. Keep in mind.

 	 4	 NEW JERSEY Resuming and has trialled brilliantly in preparation. Definite threat.

 	 9	 TEXAS OPEN Narrowly prevailed at Canberra last start. Can play a role.

 	 5	 AMEN BROTHER Made good late ground at Wagga last outing. Awkwardly drawn but he’s in the mix.

RACE 5 1:50 PM  |  $27,000  |  ARMIDALE  |  1300m
 	 6	 QUICK AS A FLASH Fair effort without threatening at Moree last time out. Good draw. One of the major 

players.

 	 5	 HARDYO First-up. Evergreen galloper. 2kg claimer engaged. Has claims.

 	 1	 CHINA GROVE Resuming. 4kg claimer engaged. Can pull out a run fresh. Has had success around this 
circuit. Consider.

 	 3	 BOLD HOI HO Just battled home in similar class at Taree last start. 2kg claimer engaged. Can play a 
role.

 	 7	 HOROWITZ Stalked pace and kept on okay to place at Moree last time out. Worth some thought.
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RACE 6 2:10 PM  |  $27,000  |  ALBURY  |  1175m
 	 4	 LYRICAL BEAUTY Racing well and suited this grade. One of the major players.

 	 5	 BRIDIE’S LUCK Made good late ground at Wagga last outing. Each-way chance.

 	 3	 TIZSO FAB Back from a let-up and has changed stables since winning at Ararat last time out. Must 
go in.

 	 1	 CHOP THE ICE Saluted at Canberra Acton first-up last time in. Not out of this.

 	 6	 SAIKO Far from disgraced at Canberra first-up and generally improves with a run under his belt. 
Can figure.

RACE 7 2:25 PM  |  $30,000  |  ARMIDALE  |  1100m
 	 2	 DUSAN Worked home respectably at Ipswich first-up. Fitter. Commands plenty of respect here.

 	 3	 POCKET PICKER Improved showing here at latest. Drawn to receive every chance. Right in this.

 	 1	 TRYANZA No match for the winner but kept on for the minor spoils at Grafton first-up. Will only be 
fitter. Has claims.

 	 7	 FOOLS PLAY Determined effort from handy position to win at short odds here last outing. Well placed 
from the perfect draw. Among the dangers.

 	 8	 GUNMETAL Turned in an improved performance at Moree at latest. Can play a role.

RACE 8 2:45 PM  |  $27,000  |  ALBURY  |  1600m
 	 6	 OVERRUN Find this easier than the Albury Cup. Commands respect on her previous form.

 	 3	 SNAP BOOK Caught the eye here last outing and ready for this trip. Can play a major role.

 	 5	 OUR BOY BEAU Wasn’t all that far away in the Albury Guineas here last start. Not out of this.

 	 8	 COUNTY KILKENNY Fitter for recent racing and Beasley sticks with him. One for exotics.

 	 4	 GOLD TRACKER Went to line only fairly in similar class here last outing. Awkwardly drawn and place 
claims look best.

RACE 9 3:05 PM  |  $27,000  |  ARMIDALE  |  1100m
 	 2	 INDIAN THUNDER Shooting for hat-trick. Set tempo and fought on bravely to score at short odds at latest. 

4kg claimer engaged. One of the major players.

 	11	 CUPID’S KISS Set tempo and raced clear for a dominant victory at Coonabarabran last time out. Front-
running. Worth consideration.

 	 6	 MILINGIMBI First-up. Won fresh previously. Watch market closely.

 	 1	 IOBJECT Turned in a solid performance at Grafton last start. Decent alley. Among the dangers.

 	 4	 ISLAND LEGEND Resuming. Handy first-up form. Must be included in the chances.


